CHAPTER XXI
the british army
The historian of the British Army's wars, looking back at the
completion of his story in the not very confident hope that, having
survived and chronicled two World Wars, he may never be called
upon to chronicle a third, may well conclude with a glance at the
men and the mechanism which made up that Army. And first of
all, remembering Napoleon's dictum that " after all it is soldiers
who win battles/* let us consider the British soldier.
I. the british soldier-
The portrait which-the words "the British soldier" would
probably conjure up in the minds of most people today is somewhat
different from that presented by the records of the past. Admit-
tedly these almost invariably show him as seen from the outside;
the soldier writer is a rare phenomenon before the Napoleonic
wars, and though a considerable literature from the ranks was
produced then and thereafter, its producers were—as indeed all
writing men are to a great extent—exceptional rather than repre-
sentative folk of their kind. Any old soldier who compares his
personnel recollections of a campaign or a battle with the picture
of it portrayed in war books will find the differences so remarkable
as to cause him sometimes to wonder whether he and their writers
really took part in the same war; and similarly, the considerable
number of soldier authors from Wellington's army and its successors
must not be taken as completely representative of their inarticulate
comrades. On the other hand, those who viewed and wrote about
the soldier only from outside observation inevitably gave an even
more distorted and sometimes ludicrously unfair picture. The
British soldier remains, therefore, to a large extent an unknown
warrior, whose essential character and thoughts must be divined,
as well as sought in books, and in both processes with a large
margin allowed for error.
The books as a rule do not give a flattering portrait of him,
He is frequently drawn as a profligate, a drunkard, a swaggerer.
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